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ABSTRACT
Context. Most of the plasma microphysics which shapes the acceleration process of particles at collisionless shock waves takes place
in the cosmic-ray precursor, upstream of the shock front, through the interaction of accelerated particles with the unshocked plasma.
Aims. Detecting directly or indirectly the synchrotron radiation of accelerated particles in this synchrotron precursor would open a
new window on the microphysics of acceleration and of collisionless shock waves. Whether such a detection is feasible is discussed
in the present paper.
Methods. To this effect, we provide analytical estimates of the spectrum and of the polarization fraction of the synchrotron precursor
for both relativistic and non-relativistic collisionless shock fronts, accounting for the self-generation or amplification of magnetic
turbulence.
Results. In relativistic sources, the spectrum of the precursor is harder than that of the shocked plasma because the upstream residence
time increases with particle energy, leading to an effectively hard spectrum of accelerated particles in the precursor volume. At high
frequencies, typically in the optical to X-ray range, the contribution of the precursor becomes sizeable, but we find that in most cases
studied, it remains dominated by the synchrotron or inverse Compton contribution of the shocked plasma; its contribution might be
detectable only in trans-relativistic shock waves. Non-relativistic sources offer the possibility of spectral imaging of the precursor
by viewing the shock front edge-on. We calculate this spectro-morphological contribution for various parameters. The synchrotron
contribution is also sizeable at the highest frequencies (X-ray range), corresponding to maximum energy electrons propagating on
distance scales ∼ 1016 cm away from the shock front. If the turbulence is tangled in the plane transverse to the shock front, the
resulting synchrotron radiation should be nearly maximally linearly polarized; polarimetry thus arises as an interesting tool to reveal
this precursor.
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1. Introduction
Most of the non-thermal emission seen in powerful astrophysical
objects such as supernovae remnants (SNR), pulsar wind nebu-
lae, and gamma-ray bursts is believed to arise through the syn-
chrotron and inverse Compton radiation of electrons accelerated
at a strong collisionless shock front (e.g. Blandford & Eichler
1987; Bykov et al. 2012).
It has been long recognized that the acceleration of parti-
cles is intimately related to the self-generation of turbulence or
to the amplification of pre-existing magnetic fluctuations in the
shock precursor. This precursor delimits the region of space up-
stream of the shock where the particles that are accelerated at the
shock front interact with the background plasma. In this context,
the observation of radiative signatures from this precursor would
bring new and unprecedented information on the turbulence, on
the acceleration process and the shock physics, which is cur-
rently probed indirectly through the radiation of the shocked
plasma on much greater space and time scales. Among the top
questions to be addressed are the following: What is the magne-
tization of the background flow? What is the level of turbulence
and on what scales is it distributed? How are the accelerated par-
ticles transported in the self-generated/amplified turbulence?
The precursor is bounded by the length over which the ac-
celerated particles return to the shock front after scattering in
the ambient magnetized flow. The hierarchy between the typical
scale of this precursor (`p) and that of the shocked downstream
region (`d ∼ R, R radius of the shock) – namely `p  `d –
is precisely what makes the detection of the precursor difficult.
Its synchrotron contribution has been debated in the literature.
For instance, Sironi & Spitkovsky (2009) observe in their nu-
merical simulation of a relativistic shock front a net signal from
the shock precursor, at higher energies than the radiation from
the downstream flow, while Gedalin et al. (2008) have argued
that the strong enhancement of the turbulence in the transition
layer of a relativistic collisionless shock should leave a distinct
imprint in the synchrotron spectrum. In sub-relativistic shock
waves, rather broad shock transitions seen in X-ray have been in-
terpreted as the signature of an extended synchrotron precursor,
although this broadening might otherwise represent deviations
of the shock front away from sphericity (Vink 2013). Numeri-
cal simulations of such X-ray images, including a contribution
from the synchrotron precursor indicate that the possibility of
detection is directly related to the unknown length scale of the
precursor, and the feasibility of a detection remains uncertain
(see e.g. Achterberg et al. 1994; Ammosov et al. 1994; Reynolds
1998; Berezhko et al. 2003; Long et al. 2003; Ellison & Cassam-
Chenaï 2005; Morlino et al. 2010).
The main objectives of this paper are to characterize the syn-
chrotron signature of the precursor and to assert the feasibility
of a detection, in both relativistic and non-relativistic sources.
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We also discuss the degree of polarization, since it may prove an
essential tool in extracting the precursor signal. In the relativis-
tic regime, a Lorentz aberration generically implies a configura-
tion in which the source is not spatially resolved and where the
flow and the line of sight are nearly coincident. Consequently,
the synchrotron contribution must be extracted from the overall
spectral energy distribution. As we show in Sect. 2, the precur-
sor spectrum is generally much harder than that of the shocked
region, suggesting that a detection, if feasible, should occur at
the highest frequencies, typically in the X-ray range.
In the non-relativistic regime, the shock front can be seen
edge-on, which offers the possibility of direct imaging of the
precursor. We calculate this spectro-morphological contribution
in detail in Sec. 3; in particular, we argue that the detection of
linear polarization on small angular scales upstream of the shock
would provide a net signature of this precursor. We summarize
our results and provide conclusions in Sec. 4.
2. Precursor of relativistic shock fronts
We consider a relativistic source, with the observer on-axis, as is
the case of a gamma-ray burst afterglow. On both analytical and
numerical grounds, little is known about the structure of the pre-
cursor on the space and time scales that are representative of as-
trophysical objects. We thus consider a general picture, in which
both the precursor and the shocked downstream plasma are pop-
ulated by a background magnetic field and by a magnetized tur-
bulence. The fraction of local total energy density stored in mag-
netic turbulence is written Bd downstream and Bp in the pre-
cursor, while σ represents the magnetization of the background
flow. Consequently, the comoving downstream magnetic field
reads δB|d =
(
Bd8pi 2Γ2sh numpc
2
)1/2
, while the precursor frame
turbulent field reads δB|p =
(
Bp8pi numpc2
)1/2
(see below for the
association of the precursor frame with the upstream frame) and
the background upstream frame field B|u =
(
σ8pi numpc2
)1/2
; nu
denotes the proper density of the unshocked plasma and Γsh the
bulk Lorentz factor of the shock front relative to the background
plasma.
For simplicity, and to reduce the number of free parameters,
we consider here a turbulence of homogeneous power both up-
stream and downstream. Both theory and phenomenology sug-
gest that the downstream turbulence should decay away from the
shock front through collisionless damping (see e.g. Chang et al.
2008; Lemoine 2013; Lemoine et al. 2013; Lemoine 2015a,b).
However, at late observing times, such as those considered here,
the resulting synchrotron self-Compton spectrum can be approx-
imated with an effective Bd parameter of low value, representa-
tive in some way of the average fraction over the blast length
scale (see Lemoine 2015b). Considering the distribution of mag-
netic energy in the shock precursor, we take into account its pos-
sible evolution with distance through the average value of Bp
and through two extreme models, which are discussed below.
An important issue in the calculation of the synchrotron
emission and its polarization is the choice of reference frame.
In the background magnetic field, the relevant frame for the syn-
chrotron process is the upstream frame (neglecting any decelera-
tion of the flow on the scale of the precursor). In weakly magne-
tized shock waves, the turbulence is believed to be self-generated
through filamentation-type instabilities (e.g. Medvedev & Loeb
1999). For the particular case of the Weibel instability, there is
a frame in which the turbulence is mostly magnetic in nature;
it can be shown that this frame moves at sub-relativistic veloci-
ties with respect to the background plasma (Pelletier et al. 2016).
Up to this sub-relativistic motion the relevant frame is again the
upstream frame, and in this frame the accelerated electron pop-
ulation is strongly beamed forward into an angle ∼ 1/Γsh.
The accelerated population is modelled with a power law be-
tween a minimum Lorentz factor γm|p ∼ 2Γshγm (γm being the
corresponding shock frame quantity), a spectral index s, and a
maximum Lorentz factor determined by energy losses. The min-
imum Lorentz factor of the accelerated population is defined as
usual by (e.g. Piran 2004) γm ' |s − 2|/|s − 1| eΓshmp/me so
that the accelerated particle population is described, in the shock
frame, by
dne|sh
dγe
=
eesh
γmmec2
|s − 2|
γm
(
γe
γm
)−s
(1)
This guarantees that the total energy density of the accelerated
electron population is normalized to eesh, with esh the total en-
ergy density at the shock, while the number density of elec-
trons is normalized to esh/
(
Γshmpc2
)
, as expected from the shock
crossing conditions.
The electron radiation in the micro-turbulence can be de-
scribed by a synchrotron process because the deflection of the
pitch angle by an angle δϑ = eδBλδB/
(
γemec2
)
over a coher-
ence length λδB is much larger than the angle 1/γe that deter-
mines the opening angle of the emission cone of radiation, see
e.g. Kelner et al. (2013). Indeed, γeδϑ ∼ 801/2Bp,−5λδB,1γe/γm|p,
with λδB,1 = 0.1λδBc/ωpi the coherence length scale in units
of tens of skin depth scales; unless otherwise noted, we use cgs
units with Qx ≡ Q/10x for any quantity Q.
Owing to Lorentz beaming of the electron population, we
only consider the radiation emitted by the particles contained
within an angle ∆θ = 1/Γsh away from the line of sight, as mea-
sured from the source position. The synchrotron spectral power
per unit solid angle of the precursor can then be expressed as
dP
dνdΩ
=
∫
drr2 dγe
dne|p
dγe
pν (2)
in terms of dne|p/dγe the electron distribution function in the pre-
cursor frame, and pν the isotropic spectral power of one elec-
tron (Ginzburg & Syrovatskii 1965; Legg & Westfold 1968):
pν =
√
3e3B⊥/(mec2)F(z) with F(z) ≡ z
∫ +∞
z dηK5/3(η), and
z ≡ ν/νc, νc ≡ 3eB⊥γ2e/(4pimec) the peak frequency of syn-
chrotron emission for an electron of Lorentz factor γe.
Solid angles do not appear in Eq. (2) because their product
cancels out to unity; this product involves the solid angle of the
volume element of the precursor (∆Ω ' pi∆θ2), the probabil-
ity that an electron inside the precursor radiates towards the ob-
server (p→ ' δΩ/∆Ω) and 1/δΩ ' γ2e/pi, which is the inverse
solid angle of the emission of one electron along its near ballistic
trajectory.
The distribution function of the electrons inside the precursor
can be formally determined through a Lorentz transform of the
corresponding distribution function in the shock frame, and the
latter can be obtained by solving a stationary transport equation
with a loss term corresponding to the finite residence time spent
in the precursor. Here, we approximate this distribution function
in the precursor frame as follows:
dne|p
dγe
' R
2
r2
|s − 1|
γm|p
(
γe
γm|p
)−s
2Γ2shnu Θ
[
rp(γe) − r
]
(3)
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The Heaviside function models the finite length scale up to
which particles of a given Lorentz factor can travel. This pre-
cursor length scale is related to the (upstream frame) residence
time tres through rp = R + ctres (1 − βsh) ' R + ctres/(2Γ2sh). The
residence time can be calculated as the time it takes to deflect
the accelerated electron by an angle ∼ 1/Γsh (Achterberg et al.
2001; Milosavljevic´ & Nakar 2006; Pelletier et al. 2009). If the
background magnetic field controls the transport of the accel-
erated electrons, this residence time is t(1)res ' Γ−1sh γemec/(eBu).
In contrast, if pitch angle scattering in a micro-turbulence of
length scale λδB governs the return of particles to the shock,
t(2)res ' Γ−2sh γ2em2ec3/(λδBe2δB2p). Whether one or the other oc-
curs depends on γe and the hierarchy between Bu and δBp. As
the scattering frequency in a micro-turbulence scales as γ−2e ,
while the gyrofrequency scales with γ−1e , we expect the back-
ground field to control the residence time at higher energies. In
order to bracket this realistic scenario, we consider in the fol-
lowing the above two extremes: (1) where regular deflection
in a background field dominates at all energies and (2) where
stochastic deflection in a small scale micro-turbulence of uni-
form energy density dominates at all energies. Correspondingly,
we write rp(γe) = R + ∆iγie, with i = 1, 2 for models (1) or (2);
∆i = ct
(i)
res/(2Γ2sh).
In principle, to perform an accurate calculation of the syn-
chrotron spectrum, one would need to specify both the residence
time and the scaling of the micro-turbulent field with distance
away from the shock. In order to bracket the uncertainty asso-
ciated with transport and the evolution of the magnetic energy
in the precursor, we use both extreme models (1) and (2). At
small frequencies, corresponding to particles of small Lorentz
factor exploring the near precursor, the transport should be gov-
erned by the stochastic field so that the synchrotron flux should
be adequately described by model (2). The high-frequency part,
however, corresponds to high-energy particles spending most
of their time in the far precursor, where presumably the back-
ground magnetic field dominates the transport and the radiation
process. One should thus expect the high-frequency part of the
synchrotron spectrum to be described by model (1). These two
extreme models should thus bracket adequately the synchrotron
spectrum of the precursor.
Because the synchrotron flux scales with residence time, and
because particles of larger Lorentz factor spend a greater amount
of time in the precursor, the spectral power is expected to be
harder than the standard slow-cooling spectrum of a population
trapped in the downstream. This spectral dependence indeed de-
rives from the integration of Eq. (2), giving a spectral flux on the
detector
Fν,p '
√
3|s − 1|(1 + z)
d2L
R2∆inu
e3B⊥
mec2
∫
dγe γ−1m|p
(
γe
γm|p
)i−s
F(z),
(4)
which leads to a hard particle spectrum as integrated over the
precursor length scale. Henceforth, all frequencies are written in
the observer frame and ∆i is evaluated at γm|p.
If i = 1, the last integral over γ can be performed using the
standard results of Ginzburg & Syrovatskii (1965) and Legg &
Westfold (1968), leading to a spectrum Fν,p ∝ ν(2−s)/2 in the
inertial range – between the synchrotron peak frequencies νm|p
and ν(1)max|p – of particles of respective Lorentz factor γm|p and
γmax; of course, Fν,p ∝ ν1/3 below νm|p. Hence, for s ' 2.3,
νFν,p ∝ ν0.85 up to the highest frequencies. If i = 2, these re-
sults are not applicable unless s > 7/3; if s < 7/3, the spec-
trum at any frequency ν is indeed dominated by the 1/3 low-
frequency extension of the spectrum of particles radiating with a
synchrotron peak frequency larger than ν. To calculate this con-
tribution, the function F(z) can be approximated by its small z
limit, F(z) ' 2−1/33Γ(5/3) z1/3 (z  1) and the integration can
be performed over the effective distribution of particles in the
precursor.
This results in a broken power-law approximation to the
spectral flux of the precursor
Fν,p ' ϕi(1 + z)
d2L
R2ct(i)res(γm|p) nu
e3B⊥
mec2
Θ
[
ν(i)max|p − ν
]
×
Θ [ν − νm|p]
(
ν
νm|p
)ai
+ Θ
[
νm|p − ν
] ( ν
νm|p
)1/3 , (5)
where, as before, i = 1, 2 and
ϕ1 =
|s − 1| √3
4
2(s−2)/2
4 + 3s
3s
Γ
[
3s − 4
12
]
Γ
[
3s + 4
12
]
a1 =
2 − s
2
ϕ2 =
3.7|s − 1|
7/3 − s
(γmax|pγm|p
)7/3−s
− 1

a2 =
1
3
(6)
The last two expressions assume s < 7/3. We note that the nu-
merical prefactor ϕ2 can become large if s comes close to 7/3,
where the contributions of all particles add up to form the syn-
chrotron spectrum at low frequencies. For s = 7/3, the factor
|s − 7/3|−1
[(
γmax|p/γm|p
)s−7/3 − 1] → ln (γmax|p/γm|p).
It is possible to compare the precursor synchrotron flux
to that produced downstream. Following Panaitescu & Ku-
mar (2000), the latter can be expressed as Fν,d ' 0.26(1 +
z) d−2L ΓshnuR
3e3Bd/(mec2) (ν/νm)(1−s)/2 for ν > νm (assum-
ing the slow-cooling regime and a homogeneous circumburst
medium, νm representing the downstream minimum synchrotron
frequency); Bd being a factor Γsh larger than Bu (both measured
in their own comoving frames), νm|p ' νm
(
Bp/Bd
)1/2
; conse-
quently, the upstream contribution appears suppressed by a fac-
tor ∆i/R at the minimum frequency (at equal Bp and Bd) up to
the numerical prefactors, which can be traced back to the dif-
ference of volume occupied by the radiating electrons. At high
frequencies, however, a larger relative contribution is expected
from the precursor, due to the rising spectrum detailed above.
A detailed comparison thus requires a careful determination
of the maximum Lorentz factor up to which particles can be ac-
celerated, as well as an evaluation of the inverse Compton con-
tribution from the downstream plasma, which takes over the syn-
chrotron radiation at high frequencies.
The maximum Lorentz factor is determined by the competi-
tion between the residence time (both upstream and downstream)
and the synchrotron or inverse Compton loss time. Given that
the energy gain is of order unity per Fermi cycle, the accelera-
tion time scale corresponds to the greater of the downstream or
the upstream residence time (as evaluated in the same frame).
Below, we instead calculate the maximum Lorentz factor associ-
ated with transport either downstream or upstream and keep the
smaller of the two values. In a generic setting, inverse Compton
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losses dominate both downstream and upstream (Li & Waxman
2006).
We consider first the maximum energy for downstream par-
ticles, calculated in the downstream comoving frame. Assuming
that particles scatter in a micro-turbulence of coherence length
λδB, the maximum Lorentz factor for electrons corresponding to
synchrotron and inverse Compton losses is
γmax|d '
[
9
4
λδB
re
1
1 + Y
]1/3
,
where re ' 2.8 × 10−13 cm denotes the classical electron ra-
dius. A numerical estimate is γe,max|d ' 107 (1 + Y)−1/3 n−1/60 .
The Y Compton parameter is determined through (Sari & Esin
2001) Y ' (e/Bd)1/2 (γc,syn/γm)1−s/2, with γc,syn the cooling
Lorentz factor determined by synchrotron losses alone, i.e. the
electron Lorentz factor (in the downstream frame) for which
the synchrotron cooling length becomes comparable to the dy-
namical time scale tdyn ' R/(Γshc). We ignore Klein-Nishina
suppression effects in the determination of γe,max|d; they may be
important at very early observer times, leading to an effective
Y ∼ O(1), but become moderate at late times (Wang et al. 2010;
Lemoine et al. 2013; Lemoine 2015b).
As discussed in various studies (see Pelletier et al. 2009;
Bykov et al. 2012 and references therein) the above provides
the correct way of defining the maximum Lorentz factor for ac-
celeration. For reference, however, we also define a maximum
Lorentz factor corresponding to the Bohm assumption, accord-
ing to which the scattering frequency is given by the gyrofre-
quency:
γBohmmax|d '
[
6pie
σTδBd (1 + Y)
]1/2
(7)
We consider now the maximum Lorentz factor correspond-
ing to the upstream residence time, as evaluated in the upstream
reference frame. As discussed by Li & Waxman (2006), the en-
ergy loss is dominated by inverse Compton radiation emitted by
downstream electrons and it is more convenient to calculate the
maximum Lorentz factor in the shock frame and then to trans-
form back to the upstream frame. If transport at the maximum
energy is dominated by scattering in the small-scale turbulence,
corresponding to our model (2), the maximum Lorentz factor is
γ(2)max|p ' Γ2/3sh
(
Bu
Bd
)1/3
γe,max|d, (8)
while in model (1), where the transport is governed by the orbit
of the accelerated particle in the background field,
γ(1)max|p ' Γsh
(
σ
Bd
)1/4
γBohme,max|d (9)
In principle, one must also bound these maximum Lorentz fac-
tors using the condition that the upstream residence time cannot
exceed the age of the shock front in the upstream frame, i.e. R/c;
for the range of parameters that we consider here, however, this
constraint is not significant.
For reference, the dependence of these maximum Lorentz
factors on the shock parameters are (in the precursor frame)
2Γshγmax|d ' 2 × 108 E0.154 λ1/3δB,10.1Bd,−5n−0.30 −0.2e,−1 t−0.4obs,4z0.4+
γ(1)max|p ' 4 × 108 σ1/4u,−9n−0.40 −0.3Bd,−5−0.3e,−1 t−0.2obs,4z0.2+
γ(2)max|p ' 4 × 1071/3Bu−5λ1/3δB,1n−0.30 −0.2Bd−5−0.2e,−1 t−0.2obs,4z0.2+ (10)
with z+ ≡ (1 + z)/2. This indicates that these Lorentz factors are
typically of the same order of magnitude. The above expressions
assume the limit Y  1 and the Lorentz factor of the blast is
related to the observer time tobs and other standard parameters
following the standard Blandford & McKee (1976) deceleration
law. We recall that in model (i), it is necessary to retain the min-
imum of 2Γshγe,max|d and γ(i)e,max|p.
Combining the above results, it is possible to plot the syn-
chrotron self-Compton (SSC) spectrum of the downstream radi-
ation together with the synchrotron flux from the precursor. The
inverse Compton emission is modelled with broken power laws
following Sari & Esin (2001). Examples are shown in Fig. 1 for
various cases of interest.
The synchrotron radiation from the precursor is indicated by
the shaded area, bracketed by the two models (1) and (2) cor-
responding to regular deflection and radiation in a background
magnetic field or to stochastic small-angle deflection and radia-
tion in a micro-turbulent field; the lower curve corrresponds to
(1), while the upper curve corresponds to (2). Equations (10) can
be used to scale the maximum Lorentz factor, hence frequency,
to other cases.
These results indicate that the precursor contribution is dom-
inated by the SSC spectrum of the shocked plasma in most cases
considered. It appears that the only case in which this precursor
can emerge is for a trans-relativistic shock, as depicted in case
(c), if the micro-turbulent component dominates the scattering
and the radiation up to the maximum energies. In all cases the
contribution of model (1) is strongly suppressed: although the
spectrum is harder than that of downstream, the maximum en-
ergy of particles remains limited by the downstream residence
time and the maximum frequency emitted upstream is then sup-
pressed by the relatively low magnetic field.
At extremely early times, the ratio ∆i/R plays in favour of
the precursor contribution. This likely explains why the precur-
sor emission stands out clearly in the numerical simulations of
Sironi & Spitkovsky (2009); in such simulations the size of the
precursor is comparable to the size of the downstream shocked
plasma. We also note that at the early time of these simulations,
the accelerated particles concentrate in a layer in front of the
shock, i.e. the precursor has not developed to a full extent with a
position dependent minimum momentum; this explains the stan-
dard synchrotron spectrum seen in such simulations. We have
not considered such early times in the above more realistic cases
because at tobs  tdec, where tdec marks the onset of the de-
celerating Blandford & McKee (1976) solution, the overall non-
thermal luminosity is suppressed by some power of tobs/tdec.
Finally, we discuss briefly the expected degree of polar-
ization. Theoretical and numerical developments both suggest
that the micro-turbulence in the precursor is two-dimensional
isotropic, confined in the plane transverse to the shock normal
(e.g. Medvedev & Loeb 1999; Spitkovsky 2008). In the precur-
sor frame, where this turbulence is mostly of magnetic nature,
the electron distribution is sharply beamed into an opening angle
1/Γsh. In such a configuration, the fraction of linearly polarized
synchrotron radiation can be expressed as (Laing 1980) plin =
plin,max f
(
θkβsh
)
, where plin,max is the degree of maximum linear
polarization (in a regular field) and θkβsh represents the angle be-
tween the direction of propagation of the photon k and the shock
normal βsh. The function f depends on the spectral index of the
electron distribution; the result f (θ) = sin2 θ/
(
1 + cos2 θ
)
, cor-
responding to s = 3, is often used as an approximation. However,
in our case, θkβsh . 1/Γsh implies that the fraction of linear po-
larization is at most of order 1/Γ2sh. This stands in contrast with
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Fig. 1. Spectral flux per log frequency interval νFν for the downstream
synchrotron emission (red), the downstream inverse Compton spectrum
(purple), and the precursor synchrotron signal (shaded area). This last
shaded area is bracketed by the two extreme models of regular deflec-
tion [lower curve, model (1)] or stochastic small-angle deflection [upper
curve, model (2)]. The parameters of the model are indicated in the fig-
ure. For panels (a) and (b), representative of the external shock of a long
gamma-ray burst at different times, the redshift is z = 1; for panel (c),
representative of a low-luminosity gamma-ray burst or trans-relativistic
supernova, z = 0.01.
the contribution from the downstream plasma, in which partial
linear polarization may subsist (e.g. Nava et al. 2016). One can
check that the degree of circular polarization scales in propor-
tion to cosαδB, where αδB represents the angle of the (random)
magnetic field in the transverse plane at a given point; conse-
quently, this contribution vanishes in the average over αδB. The
synchrotron radiation in a Weibel-like micro-turbulent precursor
is thus essentially unpolarized.
In contrast, linear polarization is maximum in the back-
ground magnetic field, with plin,max = [7 + 3(s − 1)]/[3 + 3(s −
1)] ' 63 % for s = 2.3 and regular deflection. This fraction is
now much larger than that expected from the downstream side,
even if the field were regular there, because of the averaging pro-
cedures over the viewing angles that results from the Lorentz
boosting of the downstream emission, as discussed in detail in
Nava et al. (2016). In principle, this offers a new way to study the
precursor at the highest frequencies, where model (1) is expected
to hold; unfortunately, the strong suppression of precursor emis-
sion in this model in all cases considered renders the detection
of this polarized signal unlikely.
We note that the beaming of the electron distribution also
produces net circular polarization in the background magnetic
field. The fraction of circularly polarized synchrotron light scales
as pcirc ∼ 1/〈γ〉 d lnϕ/dθ, where ϕ characterizes the angular part
of the distribution function, θ represents the pitch angle relative
to the magnetic field, and 〈γ〉 the mean Lorentz factor. In the
precursor, d lnϕ/dθ ∼ O (Γsh), but 〈γ〉 ∼ Γshγm implies that the
overall fraction remains quite small, of order 1/γm. Here as well,
this contribution appears negligible; it could not, in particular,
explain the amount of circular polarization inferred recently in a
gamma-ray burst afterglow (Wiersema et al. 2014).
3. Synchrotron precursor of non-relativistic
collisionless shock waves
The sub-relativistic flow velocities seen for example in super-
novae remnants, imply no Lorentz boosting/beaming effects.
This is a crucial distinction because it implies that the source
can be seen off-axis, and in particular that the shock can be im-
aged edge-on, at its limb. Such morphological data offers the
possibility of isolating the precursor contribution by concentrat-
ing on the emission in front of the shock, as sketched in Fig. 2. A
major question is whether one actually sees the precursor at the
limb, or some contribution from shocked plasma further behind
due to some departures from spherical symmetry (Vink 2013).
We leave this question aside here and compute the morphologi-
cal and spectral properties of this upstream synchrotron emission
assuming ideal spherical symmetry. We also neglect the contri-
bution of bremsstrahlung emission in the X-ray domain, the do-
main that we are interested in here.
Fig. 2. Sketch of the geometry for studying and computing the emission
of the precursor in a non-relativistic, supernova remnant-like source.
The line of sight is oriented along the y−axis.
More specifically, we compute the surface brightness of the
synchrotron radiation
S ν,p =
∫ +∞
−∞
dy jν (11)
with jν the position dependent emissivity in the precursor. The
integration is taken along the line of sight, oriented along the
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y−axis (see Fig. 2). We consider a point, located a distance
x in front of the shock, with x  R (R the shock radius).
Then, the coordinate along the line of sight can be written
y =
[
(R + ∆)2 − (R + x)2
]1/2 ' [2(∆ − x)R]1/2 in terms of the
depth ∆ in the precursor, measured relative to the shock front ra-
dius, as indicated in Fig. 2. The integral in Eq. (14) thus samples
depths in the precursor ∆ ∈ [x,+∞[, with differing contributions
to the emissivity at a given frequency.
We model the distribution function of electrons in the pre-
cursor as
dne(∆)
dp
' ne
pmin
(
p
pmin
)−s
exp
(
− p
pmax
)
exp
[
− ∆
rp(p)
]
(12)
in terms of the minimum (pmin) and maximum (pmax) momenta
of the distribution. As before, rp(p) represents the typical length
scale of the precursor for particles of momentum p. While the
dependence ∝ exp(−x/rp) represents the generic solution of the
diffusion–advection equation in a uniform turbulence (see e.g.
Drury 1983), the dependence ∝ exp(−p/pmax) is phenomeno-
logical. The results derived below can be extended to other cut-
off forms discussed in Zirakashvili & Aharonian (2007).
The precursor length scale is defined by rp ' ctscatt/βsh in
terms of the scattering time and shock velocity. For a turbulence
of homogeneous strength and Bohm scaling of the scattering fre-
quency, this length scale is rp(p) ' rg/βsh, with rg = pc/(eBp)
the gyroradius and Bp the magnetic field strength in the pre-
cursor; for Kolmogorov-type (homogeneous) turbulence, how-
ever, rp ' λ2/3maxr1/3g /βsh (e.g. Casse et al. 2002), with λmax the
length scale of the turbulence. In order to allow a possible devi-
ation from a Bohm scaling, we adopt a phenomenological scal-
ing rp ∝ p1/(1+αλ) (i.e. αλ = (0, 2) for homogeneous Bohm
or Kolmogorov-type scalings, respectively). It may be useful to
recall that in a generic turbulence of scale λmax, particles of gy-
roradius rg ∼ λmax indeed scatter at a rate close to Bohm, but
particles of much smaller gyroradius may scatter at a quite dif-
ferent rate.
It might also be possible to take into account a spatial depen-
dence of the magnetic field strength in the precursor. However,
modelling of supernova remnants suggests that the pre-shock
amplification factor of the background magnetic field is of the
order of a factor of ten (e.g. Berezhko et al. 2003). Therefore,
such dependence, if it exists, is likely to be quite mild. In the
following, we assume that on the scales probed by the electrons,
the magnetic field strength is uniform in the precursor, but we
allow for a possible additional amplification of the latter in the
shock transition.
We write the synchrotron spectral power of one electron as
rν exp(−ν/νc)
√
3e3Bp/(mec2) with νc ∝ p2 the synchrotron peak
frequency; the function rν ' (ν/νc)1/3 at ν  νc and rν ∼ 1 at
ν & νc, see Eq. (30) of Zirakashvili & Aharonian (2007).
Noting that∫ +∞
−∞
dy exp
(
−∆/rp
)
=
√
2piRrp exp
(
−x/rp
)
, (13)
the surface brightness at position x > 0 can be written
S ν ' 14pi
√
2piRrp,min
√
3nee3Bp
mec2
×
∫ +∞
1
d pˆ pˆ−s+(1+αλ)
−1/2 rν exp
(
− x
rp
− ν
νc
− pˆ pmin
pmax
)
(14)
with pˆ = p/pmin, rp,min ≡ rp(pmin). The exponent
(1 + αλ)−1/2 arises through the effective depth of integra-
tion on the line of sight and its momentum dependence.
In the following, we use the short-hand notation: s0 ≡[
Rrp,min/(2pi)
]1/2 √
3nee3Bp/(mec2).
The integral in Eq. (14) can be integrated in various lim-
its. Consider first the case x  rp(pν) and ν  νmax with
νmax ≡ νc(pmax). Here, pν is understood as the momentum for
which the synchrotron peak frequency equals ν and it should
not be confused with the spectral power of an electron, i.e.
νc(pν) ≡ ν. The above limit then means that at location x, elec-
trons radiate at their peak frequency at ν; consequently, the spec-
trum at νwill be shaped by these electrons. The limit x  rp(pν)
implies exp
(
−x/rp
)
∼ 1 in the range of momenta which con-
tribute to the radiation at ν, hence this exponential dependence
can be safely ignored. This results in a usual integration of the
synchrotron spectral power over a powerlaw distribution, albeit
with a modified index s − (1 + αλ)−1/2, which leads to the result
(omitting numerical prefactors of the order of unity)
S ν ' s0
(
ν
νmin
)(1−s)/2+(1+αλ)−1/4 [
x  rp(pν)
]
(15)
We note that the constraint x  rp(pν) can also be rewritten
ν  ν<(x) with ν<(x) defined implicitly by rp [pν<(x)] = x. Its
meaning is the following: at distance x, the electron distribution
has an effective low-energy cut-off at p such that rp(p) = x
because particles of smaller momenta cover smaller distances in
the precursor; hence, the local minimum synchrotron frequency
of this population is ν<(x).
We consider now the limit x  rp(pν), with still ν  νmax.
In this limit, ν  ν<(x), hence at all ∆ > x, we collect at ν
only the low-frequency tail ∝ ν1/3 of the spectral flux of high-
energy particles. To model the flux in this limit, it is possible to
make the approximation exp
(
−x/rp
)
∼ Θ
(
rp − x
)
as in Sec. 2.
This Heaviside function in x effectively constrains the range of
integration, i.e. Eq. (14) can be rewritten
S ν ' s0
∫ +∞
(x/rp,min)(1+αλ )
dpˆ pˆ−s+(1+αλ)
−1/2
(
ν
νc
)1/3
' s0
(
x
rp,min
)( 13−s)(1+αλ)+ 12 ( ν
νmin
)1/3 [
x  rp(pν)
]
(16)
To summarize, the general spectro-morphological aspect of the
synchrotron surface brightness of the precursor well below
the maximum frequency νmax is given by the conjunction of
Eqs. (15) and (16). At x  rp(pν), the surface brightness is
constant in x with a harder than usual spectrum in ν, then de-
creases according to Eq. (16) at x  rp(pν), e.g. ∝ x−7/6 for
s = 2 and αλ = 0.
As we will see, the detection of the precursor becomes
promising only at the highest frequencies, which, for typical su-
pernovae remnants, fall in the X-ray range. Indeed, electrons
radiating at ν at their synchrotron peak frequency have an en-
ergy e ' 10 TeV (hν/1 keV)1/2n−1/40 β−1/2sh,−1.5−1/4Bp,−3, where Bp ≡
B2p/
(
4pinmβ2shc
2
)
. As for the maximum energy of accelerated
electrons, balancing synchrotron cooling with the acceleration
time scale tacc = κ rp/(βshc), we find
e,max
∣∣∣
αλ=0
' 50 TeV β1/2sh,−1.5n−1/40 −1/4Bp,−3κ−1/21
e,max
∣∣∣
αλ=1
' 25 TeV β1/3sh,−1.5n−1/20 −1/2Bp,−3κ−2/31 λ−1/3max,16 (17)
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It is thus necessary to compute the spectrum close to νmax
and at distances x ∼ rp,max
[
rp,max ≡ rp(pmax)
]
. In this limit, the
exponential turn-over of the electron distribution in momentum
and in distance must be retained as the exponential turn-over of
the synchrotron spectral power. It is possible nevertheless obtain
a reasonable approximation to S ν through a saddle-point approx-
imation of the integral. To this effect, we define
g(p) =
x
rp
+
ν
νc
+
p
pmax
(18)
and p? such that g′(p?) = 0. Then
S ν ' s0
(
p?
pmin
)1−s+(1+αλ)−1/2 √2pi
g′′?
rν(p?) e−g?[
x & rp,max ∨ ν & νmax
]
(19)
with the short-hand notations: g? ≡ g(p?), g′′? = g′′(p?). In the
limits x & rp,max ∧ ν  νmax, or x  rp,max ∧ ν & νmax, the
following approximate solutions can be used:
p? ' pmax max
1.2 ( ννmax
)1/3
, aλ
(
x
rp,max
)(1+αλ)/(2+αλ)
g? ' max
1.9 ( ννmax
)1/3
, bλ
(
x
rp,max
)(1+αλ)/(2+αλ)
g′′? ' min
2.4 ( ννmax
)−1/3
, cλ
(
x
rp,max
)−(1+αλ)/(2+αλ) (20)
with aλ = (1 + αλ)−(1+αλ)/(2+αλ), bλ = (1 + αλ)1/(2+αλ) + aλ, and
cλ = (2 + αλ)(1 + αλ)−1/(2+αλ). With these approximate scalings,
Eq. (19) provides the leading order approximation to the spectro-
morphological shape of the precursor emission at high frequency
and/or great distance. It indicates in particular that the precursor
emission can extend up to a few times rp,max with a rather smooth
exponential decay beyond.
The contribution from the shocked plasma exists only at neg-
ative values of x. At a given x, the (homogeneous) contribution
of this shocked plasma is integrated up to an effective depth
along the line of sight y ' √2R|x| for |x|  R. Repeating the
above integrations, the downstream surface brightness can thus
be written as
S ν,d ' r(s+1)/2amp s0
( |x|
xmin
)1/2 [
ν
νmin
](1−s)/2 [
ν  rampνmax
]
(21)
The first term on the right-hand side, with ramp ' 4Aamp, con-
tains both the compression ratio at the shock (4) and a possi-
ble amplification factor due to the non-linear processing down-
stream of the shock (Aamp). The corresponding exponent (s+1)/2
arises because the spectrum has been expressed in terms of
ν/νmin, with νmin the minimum frequency in the pre-shock mag-
netic field. The above expression should cut off beyond the cool-
ing length lcool of particles radiating at frequency ν. As discussed
in Berezhko & Völk (2004), lcool ' max
[√
ldlc, lc
]
in terms of
the downstream diffusive length scale ld ' lscatt/βd (βd = βsh/4
the downstream shock velocity), lscatt the mean free path, and
lc = βdctcool the convective cooling length scale.
In the turn-over regime, ν & ramp νmax is derived
S ν,d ' ramp s0
( |x|
xmin
)1/2 ( p?,d
pmin
)1−s √ 2pi
g′′
?,d
rν(p?,d) e−g?,d[
ν & rampνmax
]
(22)
and p?,d, g?,d, and g′′?,d can be obtained in the same way as their
upstream counterparts in Eq. (20), with the replacements x → 0,
αλ → 0, and νmax → rampνmax.
Figure 3 presents examples of the morphological dependence
of the precursor which illustrate the above scalings. In these fig-
ures, the synchrotron cooling of high-energy particles on the
downstream side has been explicitly taken into account using
the spatial profile described in Berezhko & Völk (2004).
Fig. 3. Surface brightness along the line of sight to the limb of a non-
relativistic shock as a function of distance x to the shock, for various
cases as shown: upper panel at hν = 1 keV, lower panel at hν = 10 keV.
The solid lines present a complete numerical evaluation of Eq. (14),
while the dotted lines correspond to the analytical approximation in the
turn-over regime. Two models are shown for the precursor emission:
αλ = 1 for the upper lines, i.e. tscatt ∝ p1/2, and αλ = 0 for the
lower lines, i.e. Bohm scaling tscatt ∝ p. In all cases, βsh = 1/30,
nu = 1 cm−3, R = 1 pc, Bp = 0.001, and e = 0.01.
Figure 3 indicates that the contribution from the precursor is
sizeable at the highest frequencies, especially if maximum en-
ergy electrons scatter more slowly than the Bohm scaling. To
put things in proper perspective, recall that 1′′ resolution at a dis-
tance of 1 kpc corresponds to a spatial resolution of 1.4×1016 cm,
which provides a reasonable approximation to the extent of the
precursor emission rp,max. If the magnetic field were to receive
substantial amplification in the near precursor, i.e. at distances
x  rp,max, the synchrotron contribution of the precursor would
be accordingly reduced.
Using Eqs. (15), (16), (19), (21), and (22), it is possible
to compare the emission of the precursor relative to that of
downstream. In the inertial range ν  νmax, the ratio of the
upstream contribution, at its maximum, relative to the down-
stream contribution, is of order r−(s+1)/2amp
[
rp(pν)/lcool
]1/2
. In the
turn-over regime, ν & νmax, this ratio becomes of the order of
r−1amp
[
rp,max/lcool
]1/2
up to a factor of the order of unity which
is related to the difference of exp(−g?) between upstream and
downstream.
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For reference,
lc ' 6 × 1016n−3/40 A−5/2amp β−1/2sh,−1.5−3/4Bp,−3
(
hν
1 keV
)−1/2
cm
ld|αλ=0 ' 4 × 1015 n−3/40 A−1/2amp β−5/2sh,−1.5−3/4Bp,−3
(
hν
1 keV
)1/2
cm
ld|αλ=1 ' 6 × 1016 n−3/80 A1/4ampβ−7/4sh,−1.5−3/8Bp,−3λ1/2max,16
(
hν
1 keV
)1/4
cm
(23)
Furthermore,
rp(pν)
∣∣∣
αλ=0
' 0.7 × 1016 n−3/40 β−5/2sh,−1.5−3/4Bp,−3
(
hν
1 keV
)1/2
cm
rp(pν)
∣∣∣
αλ=1
' 5 × 1016 n−3/80 β−7/4sh,−1.5−3/8Bp,−3λ1/2max,16
(
hν
1 keV
)1/4
cm
rp,max
∣∣∣
αλ=0
' 3.6 × 1016n−3/40 β−3/2sh,−1.5−3/4Bp,−3κ−1/21 cm
rp,max
∣∣∣
αλ=1
' 7 × 1016 n−1/20 β−4/3sh,−1.5−1/2Bp,−3κ−1/31 λ1/3max,16 cm
(24)
The “post-precursor” amplification factor Aamp exerts two oppo-
site influences on the relative magnitude of the precursor emis-
sion: if Aamp > 1, the downstream cooling length decreases
(lc ∝ A−5/2amp and ld ∝ A−1/2amp ), which effectively reduces the depth
of integration of the downstream emission on the line of sight,
but in the meantime the downstream emissivity increases by a
factor A3/2amp.
Quite interestingly, the addition of polarimetric data to the
above spectro-morphological characteristics could prove an ex-
tremely useful tool in extracting the contribution of the precur-
sor. One may indeed expect, on rather general grounds, that the
magnetic field in the precursor would be more amplified in the
perpendicular directions than along the shock normal because
the cosmic-ray current along this shock normal exerts a force
perpendicular to it and to the background magnetic field (Bell
2004). Whether the overall turbulence is indeed anisotropic in
the far precursor, where most of the precursor synchrotron flux is
emitted, is however currently uncertain (Riquelme & Spitkovsky
2010; Reville & Bell 2012, 2013; Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2013,
2014). One may decompose the magnetic turbulence energy den-
sity in its contribution parallel to the shock normal, B‖, and
its contribution perpendicular to the shock normal B⊥; a field
mostly tangled in the plane transverse to the shock normal is
thus such that ηB ≡ 2 B‖/B⊥ < 1. If this limit holds, then
the synchrotron signal will be about maximally linearly polar-
ized when seen at an angle ∆θ ' pi/2 relative to the shock
normal, which corresponds to the viewing angle at the limb of
a shock front (Laing 1980). In contrast, one expects the down-
stream turbulence to be mostly isotropized through shock cross-
ing, except for localized small-scale polarization clumps (Bykov
et al. 2009).
The detection of polarization in the shock vicinity might thus
provide a net signature of the precursor, and for the same rea-
sons, it could allow the morphological extension of the precur-
sor to be distinguished from a possible corrugation of the shock
front. A detailed study, accounting for the finite resolution of an
experiment, would be needed to specify to which level the pre-
cursor signal could be extracted, but as an order of magnitude,
angular resolutions not far above 1′′ appear necessary, given the
above estimates. Numerical simulations of the instability in the
non-linear regime also appear to be mandatory to properly char-
acterize the expected degree of polarization.
4. Summary and conclusions
Many of the nagging questions concerning the acceleration of
particles at shock waves find their answers in the physics of the
precursor of these shocks where the accelerated particles inter-
act with the unshocked plasma, thereby seeding the electromag-
netic instabilities that shape the collisionless shock and the ac-
celeration process itself. The direct or indirect observation of the
synchrotron radiation from accelerated particles in this precur-
sor might therefore offer a new means to study these physics.
This paper has discussed the possibility of such a detection, in
relativistic and non-relativistic collisionless shocks.
We reach the general conclusion that such a detection is
arduous. For relativistic outflows, one has to extract the syn-
chrotron spectral contribution of the precursor from the overall
synchrotron self-Compton spectrum of the source because the
shock is seen head-on. Interestingly, we find that this precursor
spectrum is generally quite hard because the upstream residence
time increases with particle energy, so that the spectrum of ac-
celerated particles as integrated over the whole precursor is itself
quite hard. At the minimum frequency of the synchrotron spec-
trum, the relative contribution of the precursor is tiny, of order
∆/R, where ∆ corresponds to the microphysical length scale ex-
plored by particles of the minimum Lorentz factor, R to the shock
radius, and Γsh to the bulk Lorentz factor of the shock. Detection
could thus be expected only at the highest energies, typically in
the X-ray range. However, we find that in practice, even at these
high energies, the synchrotron contribution of the precursor is
dominated either by the synchrotron or by the inverse Comp-
ton spectrum of the shocked plasma. In some extreme cases, in
particular for trans-relativistic shock waves, one could hope to
detect the contribution of the precursor if the small-scale self-
generated turbulence dominates the transport of particles up to
the highest energies.
In contrast, in non-relativistic sources, the shock front can
be observed edge-on, and therefore the precursor might be ex-
tracted from the morphology of the synchrotron surface bright-
ness. We have explicitly calculated this spectro-morphological
signature at a given frequency ν, finding that it extends away
from the shock up to the distance rp to which particles radiating
their synchrotron peak frequency at ν can propagate, and then it
decreases beyond this distance. We also note also the precursor
spectrum is harder than the standard synchrotron in this regime,
and that rp increases with frequency. For reference and for pa-
rameters typical of a supernova remnant, this distance rp,max is
of the order of 1016 cm at the maximum energies, corresponding
to radiation in the X-ray range. Such a scale represents a sepa-
ration of 1′′ on the sky at a distance of 1 kpc. Close to the max-
imum synchrotron photon energy, the typical ratio of the emis-
sion of the precursor relative to that of the shocked plasma is
of order r−1amp(rp,max/lcool)1/2, where ramp ∼ 4 Aamp is the shock
amplification factor of the magnetic field, s ∼ 2 the index of
the accelerated particle spectrum, and lcool the cooling length of
particles behind the shock front. The detection of the precursor
thus appears challenging, but not altogether excluded.
An interesting consequence of viewing the shock edge-on
is that the turbulence, if tangled in the plane transverse to the
shock normal in the precursor, is expected to leave a signature of
near maximally linearly polarized synchrotron light. Polarimet-
ric data with an adequate angular resolution then emerges as an
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essential tool to extract the contribution of the precursor and, in
particular, to distinguish it from potential shock corrugation.
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